How You Can Help….

Horizons Children’s Centre

We are often asked the question, “What can I do to help?” There are various ways that
you can support our young and ever growing program. These include:
§

Monetary contributions – donations can be made by cheque payable to The Stanley
Francis Foundation c/o 24 Marblemount Crescent, Toronto, Ontario, M1T 2H4.
The Foundation issues tax receipts for all donations received.

§

Donation of supplies – we are currently looking for used boys’ clothing for ages 3-16,
medicines, band-aids, pencil crayons, markers, crayons, picture books for grades 1 to 6,
educational resources and used boys’ running shoes

§

Volunteer your time in any of the following areas:
o
o

§

“Forward Ever, Backward Never”
Issue #6

June, 2005

Fundraising events – organize your own or be part of a Horizons
Fundraising Committee
Visiting groups in the Toronto area and presenting information about HCC
to raise awareness about the program

Spread the word about HCC!

If you know anyone who would like to be added to the Horizons mailing list and receive
updates of our ongoing activities, please let us know by emailing us at
info@horizonscentre.org Thank you for your continued support – here’s to our 2004
accomplishments and all the successes yet to come!
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Horizons Children’s Home
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Ghana, West Africa
Twin brothers Matthew (left)
and Martin (right)
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Prince (bottom) and Nathaniel
– always ready for the camera!

Jonas (left) and Peter
(right) modeling their
hand made HCC t-shirts –
painted with silk screens!

In Canada:
24 Marblemount Crescent
Toronto, ON
M1T 2H4 , Canada

www.horizonscentre.org

Our Growing Family…
Since our last update, HCC has
welcomed 5 new boys to the family!
Joshua (left) and Kojo (right) are
brothers who arrived in July 2004.
When they arrived, they were
extremely malnourished and very
quiet. They are now healthy, happy
little fellas who have much to say!

Nathaniel (left) and Daniel Jr. (right)
are also brothers who came to HCC
during my stay in November 2004. At
approximately age 3, Nathaniel was the
youngest boy to join HCC, but the HCC
family has taken very good care of him.
It’s rare to find a time when Nathaniel
is not doted on by one of the other
boys, whether it’s helping him with his
ABCs or just playing and giving him lots
of hugs and attention.

Benedicta is approximately 16 years old and
completed Junior High School with very good
results. It is common in Ghana for families to
struggle to support kids past the Junior High level
as fees increase dramatically. With no mother or
father, we decided to give Benedicta the
opportunity to attend high school in Tamale.
Based on the results of this initiative and further
research, we will consider a program for girls that
addresses this apparent gap through high school
and post-secondary scholarships. Welcome
Benedicta!
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Fundraising…Fabulous!
On June 11, 2005, the Kevan Gentle/Ben Wise Band and the Mike Wise/Mike Kirsh Band
gave us a very special and memorable gift…an evening of top-notch musical entertainment
that doubled as a fantastic fundraiser for HCC. Brothers Ben and Mike Wise coordinated
the entire event, from booking the venue to encouraging family and friends to come out
and support the cause.
The bands played to a jam-packed audience at the Smiling Buddha Bar downtown. Their
eclectic mix of music, smooth style and polished performances had the crowd cheering for
more!

They sing, they play,
they write their own
songs…what DON’T
they do? Ben (left)
and Mike (right)
really should think
about quitting their
day jobs!

Friends, family and fans of the Wises and their bands were also very generous, raising a
whopping $792 for HCC! We are thrilled to put this money towards our upcoming
Computer Resource Centre initiative (see page 13).
Ben will be volunteering for six months with HCC starting in September 2005. We hope
that he can share his musical talents with the kids, and maybe pick up a technique or two
from the traditional musicians in Sandema!
Thanks to everyone who helped out, behind the scenes and at the door. Thanks also to Mr.
Wayne Z., Manager of the Smiling Buddha Bar, for providing the perfect venue.
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Frequently Asked Questions….
Being a relatively young program, we wanted to take some time and address some of the
FAQs that we get. For more detailed information about all aspects of our program,
please visit the Horizons website at www.horizonscentre.org.
1. How are kids admitted to Horizons Children’s Centre?
As an established project in Sandema, the community knows of our program and we
operate with an open door policy. We are usually approached by the child’s living
relatives about admission. Our local staff then visit the child’s extended family home
to assess and discuss options. If it is agreed that the child’s needs would be best met
by living at HCC, we accept the child to our Centre. We believe in maintaining a strong
partnership with the child’s relatives, and encourage them to be as involved as they
can in the child’s life (e.g. through visits to HCC). We also have recently established a
maximum age of 6 for new admissions based on our past experiences.
2. How many kids does HCC support and what are their ages?
As of May 2005, there are 23 boys living at the Centre, ranging in age from
approximately 3 to 16. We also have one boy attending a boarding high school in
Tamale, where the quality of education is slightly higher.
In addition, HCC supports two girls. One is in high school – see page 2. The other
receives home -based support in Sandema and is in grade 6.
3. Do you school the kids at the Centre?
The kids supported by HCC attend the local public school. This year they were
transferred to the best school in the District. We feel that attending school with
other children provides them with valuable socialization skills and reminds them that
they are part of a larger community. However, we do supplement their school
curriculum with after-school classes four days a week. The children are divided into
three groups, based on their academic levels and skills. The tutors give each group one
additional hour of lessons per day focusing on English and Math.
4. How is your program funded?
Currently, our entire program is funded through private donations from friends and
family. With our rate of growth and recent project initiatives (see pages 12 and 13),
we hope to expand our donor base through other fundraising events and grant
applications. Any support in this area would be welcome. For more information please
see “How you can help” on page 16.
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Team HCC
In November 2004, Ambrose Haruna
(right, helping Daniel Sr. and Kojo with
their reading) joined the HCC team as
the Program Coordinator. Ambrose
relocated from Tamale (approximately
300km from Sandema) where he was
working as a computer teacher. He was
active with the youth group at his church
and has since joined the Sandema Church
choir.
Joe Abobtey (left, helping Kojo
get dressed for the parade) was
brought on as an Assistant
Program Coordinator. Joe lives in
Sandema, just a stone’s throw
from HCC and over the past
couple of years has volunteered
much of his time and energy in
supporting the kids with their
homework and after school
activities. We were enthusiastic
to formally welcome Joe to the
HCC team.

Our
dedicated
permanent
staff from
left to right:
Joe, Madam
Judith,
Ambrose,
Madam Julie

Maxwell Hamidu (above) is the
Headmaster of a primary
school in Sandema. He has
always been supportive of the
HCC program and was formally
hired as a part-time Staff
Supervisor in March 2005.
With his many years of
experience working with kids,
Maxwell is a great addition to
the program.
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HCC Advisory Board

2005-2006 new initiatives include:

A team of community members volunteer their time to provide ongoing advice for the
development of our program. They are role models for the children and serve as a bridge
between HCC and the local community.

Janet Apenkum (right) works at the
Builsa Community Bank and has been
involved with the HCC program since
its inception. Janet takes pride in
her involvement with HCC and her
support has been key to the ongoing
success of the program. As a Board
Member, Janet advises in the area
of financial information and
purchasing.

?

We have purchased five used computers that are now set up at the Centre. The
children have the unique opportunity to develop computer skills. In addition to
providing the children with marketable and valuable life skills, we hope to build their
capacity as ‘trainers’, so they can eventually transfer their knowledge and skills to
other children, youth and adults in the community. The children are very excited
about this initiative.

?

Setting up a library and computer centre (with the potential for internet access) for
use by the children at HCC and the larger community, especially youth and girls
Establishment of a volunteer program and recruitment of volunteers to work as interns
with Horizons and promote the sharing of ideas, knowledge and experience
Ongoing research into a meaningful initiative to support needy girls in Sandema
With the purchase of the land, we are in the early stages of planning construction of a
permanent accommodation for the children, staff and volunteers, in addition to

?
?
?

?
Gabi Commey (above) is a Math teacher at
Preparatory Primary/JSS in Sandema. He is also
one of the two after-school tutors working at the
Centre and spends two hours each afternoon
working with different groups of kids. He has truly
been instrumental in the boys’ learning path. Gabi
provides advice and guidance to the HCC staff in the
area of education and supports Ambrose and Joe
with disciplinary situations, in conjunction with
Maxwell Hamidu.

Donatus Abag-dem (photo not
available) is the acting District
Director for the Commission of
Human Rights and Justice in
Sandema. Donatus advises on the
administrative aspects of the
Centre and supports the HCC staff
in their professional development.

planning out the large site in general.
We will be ‘embarking’ on tree-planting and landscaping of our new site, with an
application already submitted to the World Bank for aid in the building of a borehole
(well with mechanical pump) as a water source.

Right: Moses and
Nathaniel
Below: No shortage
of helping hands to
unload the computers
when they arrive!

We are confident that together,
the Advisory Board and our new
staff will help make the Horizons
program better than ever!
Left: “Can we have a drum roll for
Team HCC please?” The kids
always enjoy some traditional
drumming and dancing.
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Above, Daniel Jr., David, Kojo and
Joshua proudly display their newest
sports item: a volleyball donated by a
school in Scarborough!
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What’s New?

Celebrating Success

2004 Update:
? Horizons “Gift Registry”
Paul and Heather Wild married in August 2004. Instead of a traditional wedding gift
registry, they requested that their guests make donations to our program. With this
generous deed, we were able to start up our Horizons Computer Literacy Initiative
(see page 13). Thank you Paul and Heather – what a great idea!
? Educational Developments
o At the end of 2004, all the HCC kids transferred to Sandema Preparatory
School, with a strong reputation as the best sc hool in the District. There is
currently an admissions waiting list, but Headmaster Francis at Preparatory
wanted to contribute to the HCC program and so he admitted 20+ kids in the
middle of the year. The kids love their new school and are excited about the
learning opportunities ahead!
o The kids are also receiving more dedicated attention in their after-school
classes with smaller learning groups based on levels and skills
o Cadet training resumed in early December – the boys arise at 5:00am on
Saturdays and Sundays to practise their marching and various formations.
They had a successful first performance at a town gathering on Independence
Day!
? During their 6 month visit to Sandema, Heather and Jeanette negotiated the purchase
of a 20-acre piece of land for Horizons

Moses (right) recently
participated in a church
competition. He stood first in
Builsa District and then
continued to the regional
competition in Bolgatanga,
where he again took first prize.
In August, Moses is headed to
Accra to participate in the
national competition – way to
go Moses – we’re very proud of
you!

Right: Sunday morning cadet training –
is it really only 5:45am?

Another HCC
accomplishment – afterschool tutor and Advisory
Board member Gabi
Commey (below), received a
teaching award for being
one of the top educators in
Builsa District. Only nine
teachers in the entire
District are bestowed with
this honour and Gabi was
one of them in 2005!

The boys at HCC participate in cadet training
every Saturday and Sunday morning. Training
is provided by a retired cadet, Mr. Akandem,
and the boys have been learning marching
techniques and different formations. On
Ghana’s Independence Day, March 6, 2005,
team HCC marched (below) at the Sandema
celebration to a standing ovation from the
Sandema community. Well done HCC!

Below: All dressed up and ready to go
to Sunday Service!

Right:
Everyone has
the answer
for this
question – oh,
oh, pick me,
pick me!
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HCC at Work…..

Childspeak
Every Saturday
morning the boys
do “general
cleaning” and then
wash their clothes
for the week.
Below: Peter is
scrubbing away!

Volunteer Andrea Menezes has been
facilitating community -building activities
at HCC. Every evening, the children
gather in the main hall for various
cooperative games and discussions. They
are learning how to respect themselves
and others, and how to resolve conflicts
peacefully.

Monday gets ready for school
and does his ironing.

When the lights go out,
so does the water, so
the kids go to a well
behind the Centre and
draw water for cooking
and bathing. Why not
make it a team effort
and have some fun? Is
this on the wrong page
– is this work or play?
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I appreciate my HCC family because I feel
happy with them. I like playing football
together. I like going to school too. My
favourite subject is Math. I am good at
math. – Daniel Jr., age 7

Prosper is watering the
garden – or what we hope will
become a garden!

Martin and Jonas are the
cooking helpers today.
Top: Martin helps
Madam prepare supper!
Above: Jonas fills water
to put in the fridge – the
water doesn’t get cold on
its own!

“I appreciate HCC because we sing songs
and laugh all the time. I like to read our
new books and I am a good reader. I am
learning well. We always help each other.
I feel happy at HCC.” - Kojo, age 6

The Values of HCC
v
v
v

Personal and Social Responsibiity
Cooperation and Mutual Respect
Appreciation of Others

Andrea continues to build the children’s selfesteem and sense of community. The results
have been amazing. One of the key focus areas
at HCC is teaching the kids to be grateful and
express thanks through “statements of
appreciation”. We thought we would share a
sample of some of the boys’ statements of
appreciation from a recent evening discussion:

“Thank you for all the things you have done in
my life. I want to thank you for helping me
with my homework. One thing I will always
remember is the party you had for us. When I
grow up I want to be a doctor. I will help all
sick people.”- Matthew, age 10
“I like HCC. I am happy. My friend is
Nathaniel.” -Awudu Jr., age 3

“You brought me to Horizons Children’s
Centre and I feel happy here. I used to
follow cows and I had small food to eat. I
now have big food and I am growing big.” James, age 13
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Volunteer Intern Program

….And at Play

(is there more play than work going on? Hmmm…)

Our growing program is also of growing interest to a variety of individuals. As such, we
are in the process of developing a formal volunteer / intern program for people interested
in contributing to Horizons while experiencing life in Sandema, Ghana.
Volunteer Intern requirements are:
§ 6 month minimum requirement
§ pay their own travel expenses (currently about $2200) to Sandema and receive no
salary for the duration of their stay
§ interns will be provided with accommodation in Sandema and will have the option of
taking all meals at the Centre with the children
§ volunteer interns can support the HCC program in a variety of capacities, based on
personal interest and our program needs at the time

Above: Love those cards – the
universal game of “crazy eights”!

We currently have two volunteer interns preparing to go to Sandema in 2005 – Danny
Richmond is in Ghana for May and June and Ben Wise will head to Sandema in September
for six months!
If you or anyone you know is interested in being a volunteer intern for Horizons Children’s
Centre, please email heather@horizonscentre.com

The talented art of walking on one’s hands
(and falling)….demonstrated (above) by
Daniel Sr., David, Joshua and Awudu!
Okay, now that we’ve limbered up with our
gymnastics, on to a game of good ‘ole
Twister (below) – right foot red, left hand
yellow – uh oh!

Above: Peter and Matthew play badminton,
while Awudu tosses a frisbee!

Above: Andrea and Jeanette with David on
the evening of Andrea’s arrival in Sandema
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No visitor / volunteer escapes HCC without a
“program” / performance of some kind – on
Andrea’s first night, there was drama,
drumming, dancing and even a beauty pageant…
now how do you manage that with a home full of
boys? Above: the kids doing some traditional
dancing

Andrea brought a volleyball net and ball with
her (donated by a Toronto School) – what a
treat in Ghana. The kids are now learning the
official rules – pretty soon the “blockers” and
“spikers” will be out in full force!

Left: Martin and
Daniel Sr. are
focused on their
game of Oware
(a traditional
Ghanaian game)!
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HCC Visitors and Volunteers
We have been very fortunate to have had some very special people visit and work with HCC
in the past 18 - 24 months:
Left: Stan Francis
(middle with hat) and
the HCC bunch!
Below: Elizabeth
Francis with Madam
Judith, Jennifer,
Selina and Akosua

Stan Francis (President of
HCC’s funding organization)
and wife Elizabeth Francis
paid a visit to Horizons in
January of 2004 in
conjunction with a 2 week trip
to Mali – from Timbuktu to
Sandema – what a journey!

Above: Jennifer receives a going away
present from David and Matthew.

Jennifer Peterson, a Peace
Corps volunteer posted in
Sandema from 2002 to 2004
dedicated countless hours to
supporting the children at the
Centre – from taking them to
the hospital when sick, to
riding her bike to the Centre
in the dark to check on the
kids before lights out.
Jennifer truly made a
difference to the Horizons
program and she will be dearly
missed, but definitely not
forgotten!

Kip Clifton, the new Peace Corps volunteer in
Sandema had his friend Rodney fly in for a
couple of weeks from cold Kentucky. During
his visit, Rodney came to the Centre and very
generously offered his time and expertise to
build a medicine cabinet for HCC. Thanks to
Rodney, we now have a beautiful locked
storage place (right) for all of our medicines.
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Andrea and Jeanette Menezes joined
Executive Director of Horizons Children’s
Centre, Heather Menezes, for an extended
visit to Sandema in 2004 / 2005. So, the
Menezes sisters take on Sandema! In
addition to having a simply FABULOUS TIME,
significant progress has been made with
respect to the development and expansion of
the program. Imagine what could happen with
more volunteers!

Peter finishes his homework while Jeanette
helps Monday with his Math – wait a minute, who
looks more confused… Jeanette or Monday?

Left: Andrea
gives Yaw
(who has
cerebral palsy
and cannot
attend
school)
private Math
and English
lessons every
day during
her stay!

Above: Andrea helping Martin with
his reading during study time.

Right:
Jeanette
receives a
good-bye gift
from the kids
presented to
her by
Awudu.

Left:
Jeanette
posing with
some of the
kids during
play time –
the football
and beach
ball are the
MVPs (most
valuable
possessions)
at HCC!
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